Privacy statement Dakcontrol
This privacy policy contains privacy provisions applicable to the use of the
Dakcontrol App and website www.dakcontrol.eu (the website). Dakcontrol uses this
privacy statement to inform its users about the way it handles personal data and
user data automatically provided by visiting the website.
Personal Information: By using the Dakcontrol App provides the user with personal
Dakcontrol. This includes actively transmitted personal data entered by the user
when creating the user account, as well as automatic information supplied on the
mobile data user. All personal data are Dakcontrol stored in a secure environment.
Dakcontrol use the personal information for the following purposes:
a) to exercise its services and optimize;
b) in order to develop and optimize the Dakcontrol App;
c) to align the Dakcontrol App on the user's preferences;
d) to inform the user through direct marketing of its services, if the user explicitly
here has been given permission to. The user can consent given by him to use the
personal data for direct marketing at any time withdraw by sending an email to
info@dakcontrol.eu.
Use website and cookies: Any use of the website ensures that generate the systems of
automatic Dakcontrol certain anonymous data on the use by the IP address. This
involves data such as the IP address, the browser used, the duration of the visit to the
website and the time when the visit takes place and the parts of the website are visited.
The website also uses cookies. These are small files that are sent automatically to the
user's computer and stored there. The use of cookies is recorded how users use the
website, in addition, when you visit the site can be downloaded faster. The user can
choose at all times to disable the use of cookies. Any username and password can be
saved if user selects this yourself. The data are anonymous and can not lead to
establishing the identity. The data will only be used to optimize the website.
Treatment data: Data collected personal data actively provided by the user and
automatically will never be made without prior consent to third parties (purchase, rent,
share) unless Dakcontrol purpose is compelled by law or an order, or if Dakcontrol
becomes involved in a merger and / or acquisition. In such cases users Dakcontrol be as
informed in good time, unless it is anonymous data. Dakcontrol shall at all times take all
reasonable steps to protect as effectively and efficiently as possible the privacy of its
users and secure.
Data Protection Act: The Data Protection Act ensures the protection of citizens' privacy.
Dakcontrol naturally respects this law. Dakcontrol states in line will exclusively deal
with the provisions of this Act. If the user wishes his / her data to be removed, modified
or when user wants access to the records, one can address a written request to the
following address: info@dakcontrol.eu.
All active user-supplied data can be found in the user account. The user has user the
ability to see in the data, modify or delete. The user is able to delete the user account.
All there in stored information (including files and data) will be permanently deleted.

Other: Any links to websites / third party sources are carefully selected. Nevertheless
Dakcontrol can not take any responsibility and / or liability wear for the content of
these sites and how these websites handle personal data.
Dakcontrol reserves the right to make changes to the privacy statement. It is therefore
advisable to consult this privacy statement regularly.
In case of questions regarding privacy can be addressed to: info@dakcontrol.eu.

